Key Stage 2 Reading
Workshop
Thursday 23rd November

Aims
• The importance of reading
• How reading is different in Key Stage 2.
• Reading Expectations in Key Stage 2.
• Y6 SATs – What they look like now.
• How you can help your children at home.

Why is reading important?
• Allows children to explore the wider world.
• One of the most powerful ways to support the
wider curriculum and improve academic ability.
• Y6 SAT – standard has been raised significantly.
It is essential that, by the end of their primary
education, all pupils are able to read fluently,
and with confidence, in any subject in their
forthcoming secondary education.

How we teach reading in school
Guided reading
Small groups –
texts are
challenging

Whole Class
Reading
Small groups –
texts are
challenging

ERIC time

Individual
Readers
Teachers hear
children read 1:1

Reading at home

Reading in Key Stage One
• Phonics and Word Reading
• The ability to recognise words presented in and out of
context.
• The ability to segment and blend letter sounds
(phonemes) together to read words.
• Understanding (comprehension)

• The ability to understand the meaning of the words and
sentences in a text.
• The ability to understand the ideas, information and
themes in a text.
• If a child understands what they hear, they will understand
the same information when they read.

What does the curriculum look like in
Key Stage Two?
The teaching of comprehension becomes the focus
rather than the teaching of decoding.
Reading skills can be broken down into these key areas…
PHONICS AND WORD READING
READING FOR PLEASURE
PREDICTION AND VISUALISATION
WORD MEANING AND VOCABULARY
LITERAL UNDERSTANDING. SUMMARISING. FACT RETRIEVAL
INFERENCE
TEXT STRUCTURE
LEARN BY HEART AND PERFORMING
GROUP DISCUSSION ABOUT READING
THEMES/ CONTEXT/ AUTHOR VIEWPOINT, WORD CHOICE AND STYLE.

Reading Objectives
You will notice that the objectives seem to be the same, however, this is
because the level of difficulty of the text increases as the children move
through the year groups.

Key Stage Two SATs
By the beginning of year 5, pupils should be able to read aloud a wider
range of poetry and books written at an age-appropriate interest level
with accuracy and at a reasonable speaking pace. They should be able to
read most words effortlessly and to work out how to pronounce
unfamiliar written words with increasing automaticity. If the
pronunciation sounds unfamiliar, they should ask for help in determining
both the meaning of the word and how to pronounce it correctly.

Main changes made to the SATs (2016)
 Length of the text
 Style/wording of the questions
 127 words/minute

How much can you read in 1 minute?
Midnight. I look out of my grimy window onto darkness; the fog’s lifted and I know that this is my time. I
slip on a pair of battered old trainers passed down through generations, they’re full of holes and too small
but I’m not bothered. Opening our giant front door, I breathe in the glorious fresh air. I run and the
adrenalin hits me. Sweat trickles down my face; I know I should turn back but naaah this is my guilty
secret. I sprint directionless through damp meadows, grass up to my waist as no human has set foot here in
decades; if anyone knew I’d be chucked into prison. Exhilarated and adrenalin filled, I race home. No one
has seen me as no one ever leaves their computerized houses anymore. Everyone is overweight and worrying
themselves at the thought of stepping outside the world of the internet. The Government uses weight to
control society, like puppeteers pulling the strings of their obese, obedient dolls. Everyone except me; no one’s
ever seen me sprinting through the fields cause no one ever looks past their screens, but tonight I feel like
someone’s watching me...

In the middle of his lifeless bedroom, Jonathon sat with his laptop on his knees. He had not slept much the
past 24 hours and as a result his face was pale and dark circles sat beneath his eyes. Once again, he was
up late, hacking successfully into the Government’s satellite; a triumphant smile stretching across his face.
Scrolling first over England, he quickly zoomed in on his local area, feeling like he had a VIP pass into
everyone’s lives; however their soulless faces locked onto computer screens made him feel miserable. Jonathon
needed some excitement. Deciding to shift to the countryside which he had never visited in person, he
remembered with trepidation the frightening stories which he had read online about this mysterious place.
A relaxing sound could be heard: the wind in the trees. The need for sleep was overcoming him when
suddenly he saw movement and jolted. A figure, moving swiftly. Tall and thin like a character from one
of those vintage DS games. A ghost? No, a living, breathing, running girl!

Word level questions
Find one word which tells us that the house
is dirty.
What does the phrase ‘I sprint directionless’
mean?

Midnight. I look out of my grimy window onto darkness; the fog’s lifted and I know that this is my time. I
slip on a pair of battered old trainers passed down through generations, they’re full of holes and too small
but I’m not bothered. Opening our giant front door, I breathe in the glorious fresh air. I run and the
adrenalin hits me. Sweat trickles down my face; I know I should turn back but naaah this is my guilty
secret. I sprint directionless through damp meadows, grass up to my waist as no human has set foot here
in decades; if anyone knew I’d be chucked into prison. Exhilarated and adrenalin filled, I race home. No
one has seen me as no one ever leaves their computerized houses anymore. Everyone is overweight and
worrying themselves at the thought of stepping outside the world of the internet. The Government uses
weight to control society, like puppeteers pulling the strings of their obese, obedient dolls. Everyone except me;
no one’s ever seen me sprinting through the fields cause no one ever looks past their screens, but tonight I
feel like someone’s watching me...
In the middle of his lifeless bedroom, Jonathon sat with his laptop on his knees. He had not slept much the
past 24 hours and as a result his face was pale and dark circles sat beneath his eyes. Once again, he was
up late, hacking successfully into the Government’s satellite; a triumphant smile stretching across his face.
Scrolling first over England, he quickly zoomed in on his local area, feeling like he had a VIP pass into
everyone’s lives; however their soulless faces locked onto computer screens made him feel miserable. Jonathon
needed some excitement. Deciding to shift to the countryside which he had never visited in person, he
remembered with trepidation the frightening stories which he had read online about this mysterious place.
A relaxing sound could be heard: the wind in the trees. The need for sleep was overcoming him when
suddenly he saw movement and jolted. A figure, moving swiftly. Tall and thin like a character from one
of those vintage DS games. A ghost? No, a living, breathing, running girl!

Sentence level questions
Sweat trickles down my face
Explain what this description
suggests about the character.

Paragraph level questions
Write down three things that
tell us the character was happy
to be out of the house.

Midnight. I look out of my grimy window onto darkness; the fog’s lifted and I know that this is my time. I
slip on a pair of battered old trainers passed down through generations, they’re full of holes and too small
but I’m not bothered. Opening our giant front door, I breathe in the glorious fresh air. I run and the
adrenalin hits me. Sweat trickles down my face; I know I should turn back but naaah this is my guilty
secret. I sprint directionless through damp meadows, grass up to my waist as no human has set foot here in
decades; if anyone knew I’d be chucked into prison. Exhilarated and adrenalin filled, I race home. No one
has seen me as no one ever leaves their computerized houses anymore. Everyone is overweight and worrying
themselves at the thought of stepping outside the world of the internet. The Government uses weight to
control society, like puppeteers pulling the strings of their obese, obedient dolls. Everyone except me; no one’s
ever seen me sprinting through the fields cause no one ever looks past their screens, but tonight I feel like
someone’s watching me...
In the middle of his lifeless bedroom, Jonathon sat with his laptop on his knees. He had not slept much the
past 24 hours and as a result his face was pale and dark circles sat beneath his eyes. Once again, he was
up late, hacking successfully into the Government’s satellite; a triumphant smile stretching across his face.
Scrolling first over England, he quickly zoomed in on his local area, feeling like he had a VIP pass into
everyone’s lives; however their soulless faces locked onto computer screens made him feel miserable. Jonathon
needed some excitement. Deciding to shift to the countryside which he had never visited in person, he
remembered with trepidation the frightening stories which he had read online about this mysterious place.
A relaxing sound could be heard: the wind in the trees. The need for sleep was overcoming him when
suddenly he saw movement and jolted. A figure, moving swiftly. Tall and thin like a character from one
of those vintage DS games. A ghost? No, a living, breathing, running girl!

Text level questions
How are the characters in the
two paragraphs the same?
How are they different?

Reading at Home – Enjoy!
• Understand it is not a test and it is not a race.
• Create a quiet and comfortable reading
environment.
• Make reading visible; have books available in your
home for different purposes.
(Cook books, newspapers, internet pages, novels and
instruction manuals, calendars and diaries)
• Boys need to see that reading is something men do.
• Share books every day. Plan reading into your daily
routine.
• Talk about books don’t just read them.
• Sit and listen - don’t do chores around the reader!

Reading at Home – Enjoy!
• Maintain the flow – try not to stop your child
every time a mistake is made.
• If they submit a word but the sentence makes
sense, that is ok. Use it as a talking point.

• Encourage your children to complete their
reading journals.
• Dictionaries to find out the meaning of difficult
words.

Reading Profiles
When you read with your child, it
is a good idea to ask them some
questions about the text they are
reading. Here are some example
questions to show the types of
questions they will be asked in
lessons and in reading tests.

Reading Journals

Different journal
activities per year
group.
Don’t have to be done
independently!
Great way to spend
some time talking
about the book instead
of asking lots of
questions.

Questions

Thank you
for coming!

